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Structure of operator algebras

A major tool of studying non-selfadjoint operator algebras is through the
C∗ -algebras they generate. A C∗ -cover of an operator algebra A is a
C∗ -algebra A and a completely isometric homomorphism ι : A → A such
that C ∗ (ι(A)) = A.
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The two most significant C∗ -covers of A are the maximal and minimal
∗
C∗ -covers (Cmax
(A), µ) and (Ce∗ (A), ) (called the C∗ -envelope). They
enjoy universal properties
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Finite-dimensional operator algebras

Every C∗ -algebra is ∗-isomorphic to a finite direct sum of matrix algebras.
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Example (Paulsen)
Let S = span{1, z} ⊂ C (T) and define
#
)
("
λ1 s
: λ, µ ∈ C, s ∈ S .
AS =
0 µ1
Thus, AS is finite-dimensional but it can be shown that
Ce∗ (AS ) = M2 (C (T)).
Therefore, AS cannot be completely isometrically isomorphic to a
subalgebra of a finite-dimensional C∗ -algebra.

Completely bounded structure

Instead of completely isometric maps consider the weaker structure of
unital completely bounded isomorphisms.
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Theorem (Clouâtre-R or is it older?)
Let A ⊂ B(H1 ), B ⊂ B(H2 ) be unital operator algebras and let
Φ : A → B be a unital completely bounded isomorphism. There exist
completely isometric homomorphisms
λ : A → B(H1 ) ⊕ B(H2 ),

ρ : B → B(H1 ) ⊕ B(H2 )

along with an invertible operator Z ∈ B(H1 ) ⊕ B(H2 ) such that
Φ(a) = ρ−1 (Z λ(a)Z −1 ),

a ∈ A.

Similarity result

Theorem (Clouâtre-R, 2018)
An operator algebra A is finite-dimensional if and only if it is completely
isometrically isomorphic to an operator algebra that is similar to an
operator algebra that can be completely isometrically embedded in a
finite direct sum of matrix algebras.
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Theorem (Clouâtre-R, 2018)
An operator algebra A is finite-dimensional if and only if it is completely
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This result relies on a proposition of Clouâtre and Marcoux that every
finite-dimensional operator algebra has a very nice completely contractive
homomorphism into a matrix algebra. It can be observed that their
process leads to a completely bounded inverse as well.

RFD operator algebras
Definition (Clouâtre-Marcoux, Mittal-Paulsen)
An operator algebra is residually finite-dimensional (RFD) if there is a
set of positive integers {rλ : λ ∈ Λ} and a completely isometric
homomorphism
Y
ρ:A→
Mrλ .
λ∈Λ
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Theorem (Clouâtre-R, 2018)
Finite-dimensional operator algebras are RFD.
Proof.
(Partial sketch) For each element a ∈ A there is a state ψ such that
ψ(a∗ a) = kak2 . Consider the associated GNS representation
kπ(a)ξk2 = hπ(a∗ a)ξ, ξi = ψ(a∗ a) = kak2 .
Then F = π(A)ξ is a finite-dimensional invariant subspace of π(A) and
so PF π(·)PF is a completely contractive homomorphism of A into a
matrix algebra that achieves the norm of a.

Examples and a non-example
The most immediate example of an RFD operator algebra is any
subalgebra of an RFD C∗ -algebra. The more interesting cases are those
RFD operator algebras that sit inside simple C∗ -algebras.
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While the following operator algebra is not RFD:





 0 a b



0 0 c  : a, b, c ∈ B(H) .


 0 0 0


The C∗ -envelope: problems

There are finite-dimensional operator algebras whose C∗ -envelope is not
RFD.
Example
For d ≥ 2 let Hd2 be the Drury-Arveson space of holomorphic functions on
the open unit ball Bd ⊂ Cd . Consider the unital subspace S given by the
span of the multiplication operators Mz1 , . . . , Mzd ∈ B(Hd2 ).
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There are finite-dimensional operator algebras whose C∗ -envelope is not
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Example
For d ≥ 2 let Hd2 be the Drury-Arveson space of holomorphic functions on
the open unit ball Bd ⊂ Cd . Consider the unital subspace S given by the
span of the multiplication operators Mz1 , . . . , Mzd ∈ B(Hd2 ). Again define
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AS =
: λ, µ ∈ C, s ∈ S
0 µ1
which is finite-dimensional. However, it can be shown that
Ce∗ (AS ) = M2 (Td ), where Td is the Toeplitz algebra. This C∗ -algebra
cannot be RFD since it contains the compacts.

The C∗ -envelope: an RFD result

Theorem (Clouâtre-R, 2018)
Q∞
Let A ⊂ n=1 Mrn be a unital operator algebra. Let
K = C ∗ (A) ∩

∞
M

Mrn

n=1

be the ideal of compact operators. If every C∗ -algebra that is a quotient
of C ∗ (A)/K is RFD then Ce∗ (A) is RFD.

The maximal C∗ -cover

∗
If A is not RFD then Cmax
(A) cannot be RFD since it contains A. We
are able to prove a partial converse of this.
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Theorem (Clouâtre-R, 2018)
∗
If A is a finite-dimensional operator algebra then Cmax
(A) is RFD.

Proof.
(Idea) We need to only find finite-dimensional Hilbert space
representations that norm elements of the form
s=

n
X

s1,i s2,i · · · sni ,i ,

si,j ∈ A ∪ A∗ .

i=1

The proof follows using the same GNS techniques as before and the
universal property of the maximal C∗ -cover.

Thanks!

